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BOOK RE,VIE\TS

BESIDE STILL \WATERS: JE\TS, CHRISTIANS, AND THE \TAY OF

THE BUDDHA. Edited by Harold Kasimow, John P Keenan, and Linda Klepinger
Keenan. Boston: \Tisdom Publications, 2003.284 pp.
Religion, \Tilfred canrwell Smith teaches us, is about people, not about ideas. This
remarkable collection of essays provides us with a glimpse into people, their spiritual
aspirations, and their life journeys. This collection of narratives of Jews and Christians, who recounr the story of their involvement with Buddhism, rurns out to be a
powerful spiritual medium. It allows us to get to know, ar rimes in a very intimate
and revealing manner, the stories, struggles, and processes that have shaped participants in this enterprise. M*y of the participanrs are well-known figures in academia
and in religious or interfaith circles. Getting to know the person behind the idea, or
the book, is always a valuable means of grounding and contextualizing what might
otherwise be disembodied ideas or concepts. But the volume does much more than
introduce us to an impressive array of sensitive and thoughtful personalities. Through
the life stories told in this volume, key elements of the relationship berween the three
religions-theological, philosophical, and ritual-are confronred. The flow of the
book moves in interesting ways between the personal, philosophical, theological,
experiential, and mystical, as the various life stories weave the greater whole of this
book. The sum total of the fourteen stories ofJews and Christians and their encounter with Buddhism provides an interesting vanrage point on the Jewish-Buddhist
and the christian-Buddhist encounters. (I use the term "encounter," as opposed to
"dialogue," following the distinction made in this volume by E. Burke Rochford
Jr.;
"encounter" involves personal change and transformation, something shared by
nearly all participants in this volume.) From this perspective, interesting observations
emerge regarding the ways in which rhe encounrer impacts and interfaces with both
Judaism and Christianity, on the sociological, ritual, theological, and experiential
levels. The juxtaposition of rwo sets of stories, Jewish and christian, allows us, finally,
to make some interesting observations on the difference berween rhese rwo parallel
sets of encounters with Buddhism.
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their own tradition. A sense of divine providence and profound relationship
with
God emerges from both stories. Both suggest a kind of religious and theological
maturity that allows interfaith encounter to offer its best porribl. fruirs. The biend
of religious experience, refection, and testimony characteristic of these rwo pieces
suggests to me the full porver of the genre of this book and its terrific
potential. AIso
noteworthy is the contribution by Terry Muck, who brings the fullness of his own
Protesranr tradition and its theological language to the interfaith encounter
in

tl

thoughtful and original ways. Finally, Norman Fischer, though announced as speaking from a Buddhist perspective, offers some profound insights that both transcend
the boundaries of the different religions and portray one particular
Jewish-Buddhist
synthesis, inadvertent and unintentional-and therefore providential, as it may
be.
The classical "issues" that are under discussion bemeen
Judaism and Christianity
on the one hand and Buddhism on the other do not always receive their full due in
this volume. It is interesting that the issues that emerge from a narrarive perspective
are not identical to what an ordered conversarion between the rwo religions
might
seek to address. For example, the tension berween theistic and nontheistileligiorior
the meaning of attachment to a peoplehood and the particularity of its history are
barely, if at all, addressed. That these personal narratives do not provide a kind
of
introductory overview ofthe conversations berween the religions is revealing. It suggests how Buddhism is incorporated in the tvest and the dimensions to which
lr
appeals. The Buddhism one encounters in this volume is primarily experiential-a
technique, a method. The theological (buddhological) or phllosophlcal dimensions
ofthe encounrer seem to play a secondary role not only beca,rr. ofih. genre in which
this book was writren, but because they seem to be seconda.y to th.".rltirrrare concerns of the contributors. Furthermore, asZalman Schacter observes, Buddhism
as
encounrered in the \7est is a Buddhism that is almost completely detached from
culture, from ritual obligations, and from the variety oft."pfi.rgrihat give the various
forms ofAsian Buddhism much of their cultural chara.ioi.rl.. A, Iior*"., Fischer
astutely observes, it is Buddhism approached as spirituality, rather than as religion.
And it is due to such an approach rhat mosr of the Jews and christians we meet in
the pages of this book were able to enrich their religious identity through encounter
with Buddhism.
The juxtaposition of Jewish and christian perspectives on the encounter with
Buddhism tells us not only about the individuals involved, but also about the distinctive ways in which each of these religious communities, through these particular

representatives, interacrs with Buddhism. The differences are telling. \without exception, all Jews featured in this volume began their encounter with Buddhism frorn a
life context of either low affiliation with Judaism or a low level of religious observance. Nor one of the Jewish contributors writes from an orthodox
Jewish perspective and not a single one enrered rhe encounrer with Buddhism from the fullness of
Jewish religious identity, observance, and commitment. The only Jewish contributor whose spirirual odyssey was one of expanding a srrong
Jewish identity through
encounter with Buddhism is Zalman Schacter. yet, as a reading of the interview

with

shachter suggesrs, his path is not really one of encounter with Buddhism, as much
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it is an encounter with all forms of world religions. While providing the spiritual
impetus for about half of the other Jewish contributors, Schacter himself is ultimately
more an ideologue for the interreligious encounter than he is an authentic specimen
of sustained Jewish-Buddhist encounter. The rype of Jewish-Buddhist encounter
documented here is a thoroughly American phenomenon, typtcal of a particular
generation of Jews seeking both spiritual fulfillment and their own particular Jewish
as

identity.
All this is very different from the Christian-Buddhist encounter. Participants in
the second part of this volume are not all American. Nearly half the contributors
come from other countries. If one attempted a kind of morphology of respective
Jewish and Christian narratives, they would probably boil down to the following. In
the Jewish narratives the hero has lost his/her identity, encounters Buddhism, is
inspired in some way spiritually, rediscovers his/herJewish roots, and ultimately finds
some type of synthesis or balance between the rwo religions, or aspects thereof. The
Christian narrative, in contrast, would reveal the following structure: The hero enjor-s
a strong religious identity. His lher own religious identity is then expanded, on internal religious grounds, !o include some form of significant contact with Buddhism.
The contact with Buddhism is often accompanied by strong mystical experiences
that are integrated into the hero's religious identity. Some kind of synthesis berween
Christianity and Buddhism is attained.
\7hile the final form of both narrative structures is similar, there is somethine
deceptive in this similarity. Most Christian contributors are significantly more comfortable with their traditional Christian life, theology, and practice than are the
Jewish contributors. Their encounter with Buddhism is an expression of religious
strength and not of a weakness of identity. Significantly, none of the Christian narratives tell of a return to Christi anity, the rediscovery of a relationship with the
Church, Jesus, and so on. Christian identity seems to be intact. It is only enrichei
by the encounter with Buddhism. For this reason) one encounters so much more of
Christian thought,experience, and theology in the second part of the book than one
does Jewish religion in the first part. \7hile I imagine this was never the intentior:
of the book's editors, they have in fact provided us with invaluable insight into o\-c,
contem pora\r religious movements.
Beside Still Waters is a unique project, opening a series of windows that provid.
us with an insider's view of a range of beautiful journeys as well as insight into broad
contemporary religious currents. It will continue to inspire and to occasion refection for many years to come.
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